Improved Size Determination by Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis: Influence of Recognition Radius.
Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) is a light scattering technique that measures the size distribution of suspended nanoparticles. A key parameter in NTA measurements is the recognition radius, which distinguishes individual, tracked particles from one another. However, by defining a finite radius, the displacement of tracked particles is effectively restricted, translating into an overestimation of particle size. Herein, we introduce a modified probability model that describes the restricted displacement of a tracked particle and enables more accurate nanoparticle size determination. The analytical performance of the modified displacement probability was validated through computational simulations and experimental measurements. While conventional models typically overestimated nanoparticle size by over 20%, the modified probability model estimated nanoparticle size with an error of less than 6%. The modified probability model is compatible with conventional NTA measurement readouts and thus should find wide application for more accurately determining the size distribution of suspended nanoparticles.